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" 25th April, 1862. 
" DEAR SIR RODERICK,-I fear I am now nearly lost to your memory, iD that, 
although soiourning in an interestina colmtry, -I have not ment a single line to 
keep me remembered at the Meetings of the Geographical Society, as I had 
hoped to do when I first set out for Ecuador in the service of the Ecuador Land 
Company. My work has been most arduous in surveying these dense forests 
of the equator, though my reconlpense, I am sorry to say, is by no means 
commensurate. With the exception of a journey through the forest of Quito 
I have seen little of the country, l)einC confined to the locality of the Pailon 
which presents only one kind of rock, a sort of volcanic conglomente consist- 
ing principally of a vast bed of volcanic sand or ashes, in which are irregularly 
embedded stones of various shapes and sizes, up to massive toulders of tons in 
weight, the whole bearing a striking resemblance to the northern drift. There 
is, however, one remarkable feature in the formation of the coast of this locality - 
and, so far as I have been, along the coast of this province: it is a stratum of 
mollld, in which fraCments of pottery and articles of gold, and other remains 
of human work, are found. Over this lies a bed of clay, varying from 5 to 
10 feet in thickness. The bed of clay rises above the tide, more or less * but 
the stratum of mould containing these relics is below that level. I have found 
it at various points, for a distance of GO miles, and I believe it might be traced to 
a much greater distance. In the course of a few months my engagement with 
the Company terminates; when I shall be able to travel more freely, and to 
greater distances, and be able again to afford the Geographical Society a paper 
Captain Melville White (to whom I entrust this, and who has visited us in this 
retired locality), has travelled very extensively in these countries, and will most 
probably afford much geoaraphical information. 

" Wishing you good health, I wmain, Sir Roderick, wour very obedient 
servantl 

s s JAMES S, WIL80E. 

13.-Plantspheres. By the Chevalier IGNAZIO VILLA, 

THE Chevalier Ignazio Villa submitted seven planispheres to the Society 
accompanied by a printed description, from which the followinffl is es- 
tracted:- ? 

No. 1. Gfrand Zerrestriat Planisphere. The northern hemisphere is laid 
out with radial meridians, the antarctic pole being in the centre. All the earth 
is thus represented within a single circle; the hirhest mountains and the 
active volcanoes are marked on the plan, and elevated at the circumference 
of the outer circle on the French metrical scale. This planisphere, beint 
made to rotate, exhibits the hour in all tountries, and their longitudinal diSer- 
ences in tinle. C)lockwork movement can also be applied, so that one may see 
the phenomena relative to local times that in the course of twenty-four hours 
follow each other upon the earth. 

No. 2. CZetesttal Plantsphere. This planisphere represents the entire heavens 
on a single circular plane, indicating all the constellations visible to the naked 
eye in their anfflular positions. Round this planisphere there is a girdle, on 
which is portrayed an epitome of all the countries of the earth so that they 
may be found at once in their lonCitudinal positions. II1 this system the 
earth is immoveable, and the celestial planisphere rotates in sidereal time. 
It shows at a glance the constellation which passes at any moment under 
any meridian, and places in direct relation all terrestrial and celestial points 
as well as the right ascensions and declinations of the latter, and verifies the 
distances of the moon and stars fiom the sun. This celestial planisphere will 
be useful in marine schools and in the study of astronomy; and, when a 
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clock is attached, it can be framed, and mounted on a p;sot, so as to be 
used on board ship. It is also applicable to nYatches. 

No. 3. Grand Cosmographze Tcbble. At the centre is the terrestrial system 
in its olbit, with its t)artial and total eclipses, the phases of the moon, its 
tides, thx3 refractions of the sun, the day and nioht of t.he polar circles, the 
position of the slln in regard to the poles, the constellations of the months 
and the sig,ns of the Zodiac. In the four corners are portrayed four globes ill 
perspective: two for the solstices, and two for the equinoxes, with their incli- 
nations to the terrestrial axis; the sha(lows representinC the precise curves 
as they are projected each day vIrzon the earth. By nleans of these curves, the 
rising and setting of the SUll can be easily found for any latitude. Beneath 
are placed two synoptic scales, one indicating t,he lenath of the day and nitrht 
in all colmtries or parallels of the earth the other is an equatorial band 
divided at the tropics with a sola.r scale, bv which may be seen immediately 
the right ascension of the sun for all das of tlle year. 

No. 4, Grand Mc6p of a Qvlharter of the Warth, exhibits part of Asia, Eulope 
the northern palts of Africa and the American continent down to the Equator 
thus including all the most interestinC parts of the cornmercial world, pro- 
jected according to Mercator. It enables any one to find, B>ithout calculatio] 
the diSerences which result from the rotation of the earth between any country 
and the lonaitudinal zero 

Nos. 5 and G are Planislhheres orl a smaller scale, illllstratinc the theory of 
the win(ls, terrestrial ma(rnetisnz, and other sllbjects of physical geoaraphfT. 

No. 7, an Untrersc6t Meridian, indicates the equation of time of each day 
in mintltes, seconds, and hundredths. 

The terrestrial planisphere (No 1), after haxing beeil examined by a Special 
Commission appointed by the Austrian Goarernment, obtained the reward of 
a gold medal and has been a(lopted for the use of the Imperial schools 
throughout the empire. The series of .seven plans have been adopted in all 
the Lycea of Tuseany; and were subsequently purchased by the Italian 
Minister of Public Instrtletion, for the schools of that king(lom. 

IN'9EN. 
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